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RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO POLARIZATION OBSERVABLESIN ELASTIC ELECTRON�DEUTERON SCATTERINGIN LEPTONIC VARIABLESG. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij *, N. P. Merenkov **Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology61108, Kharkov, UkraineReeived January 17, 2012The model-independent QED radiative orretions to polarization observables in elasti sattering of unpolari-zed and longitudinally polarized eletron beams by a deuteron target are alulated in leptoni variables. Theexperimental setup when the deuteron target is arbitrarily polarized is onsidered and the proedure for applyingthe derived results to the vetor or tensor polarization of the reoil deuteron is disussed. The alulation isbased on taking all essential Feynman diagrams into aount, whih results in the form of the Drell�Yan repre-sentation for the ross setion, and the use of the ovariant parameterization of the deuteron polarization state.Numerial estimates of the radiative orretions are given in the ase where event seletion allows undetetedpartiles (photons and eletron�positron pairs) and the restrition on the lost invariant mass is used.1. INTRODUCTIONThe proess of elasti eletron�deuteron satteringhas long been a reation used for investigating the ele-tromagneti struture of the deuteron. These investiga-tions, both theoretial and experimental, an help la-rify a number of important problems: the properties ofthe nuleon�nuleon interation, non-nuleoni degreesof freedom in nulei (suh as the meson exhange ur-rents, the isobar on�gurations), and the importane ofrelativisti e�ets (see, e. g., the reent reviews on thedeuteron [1�4℄).The eletromagneti struture of the deuteron asa bound two-nuleon system with spin one is om-pletely determined by three funtions of one variable,the four-momentum transfer squaredQ2. These are theso-alled eletromagneti form fators of the deuteron:GC (the harge monopole), GM (the magneti dipole)and GQ (the harge quadrupole). They are real fun-tions in the spae-like region of the four-momentumtransfer squared (the sattering hannel, for example,in elasti eletron�deuteron sattering) and omplexfuntions in the time-like region (the annihilation han-nel, for example, e+ + e� ! D+ �D). Hene, the mainexperimental problem is to determine the eletromag-*E-mail: konhatnij�kipt.kharkov.ua**E-mail: merenkov�kipt.kharkov.ua

neti deuteron form fators with a high auray and ina wide range of Q2. A reent review of past and futuremeasurements of the elasti eletromagneti deuteronform fators is given in Ref. [5℄.We also note that the deuteron is used as an e�e-tive neutron target in studies of the neutron eletro-magneti form fators [6℄ and the spin struture fun-tions of the neutron in deep-inelasti sattering [7℄.When addressing the eletromagneti properties ofthe deuteron more spei�ally, the orresponding ques-tion onerns the ability to predit the three deuteronform fators starting from the alulated deuteronwave funtion and nuleon form fators known fromeletron�nuleon sattering. At low momentum trans-fers, preditions and data agree quite well when a-ounting for one-body terms only, and at the higher mo-mentum transfers, two-body ontributions are knownto be important. Whether the quark degrees of freedomneed to be allowed for is still a matter of debate. Wenote that eah deuteron form fator may be sensitive tosome spei� ontribution. For example, the deuteronharge form fator GC is partiularly interesting for theunderstanding of the role of the meson exhange ur-rents. Therefore, it is neessary to separate the threedeuteron form fators. Measurements of the unpola-rized ross setion yield the struture funtions A(Q2)and B(Q2): they an be separately determined by vary-242



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :ing the sattered eletron angle �e for a given squaredmomentum Q2 transfered to the deuteron. Hene, allthree form fators an be separated when either thetensor analyzing power T20 or the reoil deuteron po-larization t20 is also measured (the eletron beam isunpolarized in both ases). This has prompted the de-velopment of both polarized deuterium targets for usewith internal or external beams and polarimeters formeasuring the polarization of reoil hadrons [8℄. Bothtypes of experiment result in the same ombinations ofform fators.Two tehniques are basially available to measuresuh spin observables.i) At storage rings, polarized internal deuteron gastargets from an atomi beam soure an be used [9�13℄.The high intensity of the irulating eletron beam al-lows ahieving aeptable luminosities despite the verylow thikness of the gas target.ii) At failities with external beams, polarimetersan be used to measure the polarization of reoildeuterons [14�16℄. High beam intensities are a prereq-uisite as the polarization measurement, whih requiresa seond reation of the deuteron, involves a loss of afew orders of magnitude in ount rate.Current experiments at modern aelerators rea-hed a new level of preision, and this requires a newapproah to data analysis and inlusion of all possi-ble systemati unertainties. An important soure ofsuh unertainties is the eletromagneti radiative ef-fets aused by physial proesses that our in higherorders of the perturbation theory with respet to theeletromagneti interation.While radiative orretions have been taken intoaount for the unpolarized ross setion, the radia-tive orretions for polarization observables in the elas-ti eletron�deuteron sattering at large momentumtransfer are not known at present [17℄. For exam-ple, in the experiment on preise measurement of thedeuteron elasti struture funtion A(Q2) (at Q == 0:66�1.8 GeV), the radiative orretions (about 20%)due to losses in the radiative tail were alulated asin [18℄. On the other hand, the authors of reent ex-periments [12, 13, 16℄ on measuring the polarizationobservables did not present the evidene about takingradiative orretions into aount.The importane of taking radiative orretions intoaount an be seen in the example of the disrepanybetween the Rosenbluth [19℄ and the polarization trans-fer methods [20℄ for determination of the ratio of theeletri to magneti proton form fators. For a givenvalue of Q2, it su�es to measure the unpolarized elas-ti eletron�nuleon sattering ross setion for two val-

ues of " (the virtual photon polarization parameter) todetermine the GMp and GEp form fators (the Rosen-bluth method). But the measurement of polarizationobservables in this reation (using the longitudinallypolarized eletron beam) allows determining the ra-tio GMp to GEp [20℄. Two experimental set ups wereused: measurement of the asymmetry on the polarizedtarget and measurement of the reoil-proton polariza-tion (the polarization transfer method). Reent exper-iments show that the ratios GEp=GMp extrated usingthe Rosenbluth and polarization transfer methods areinompatible at large Q2 [21, 22℄. This disrepany isa serious problem as it generates onfusion and doubtabout the whole methodology of lepton sattering ex-periments [23℄. One plausible explanation of this prob-lem is given by two-photon exhange e�ets [24℄. Thedata are onsistent with simple estimates of the two-photon ontributions to explain the disrepany (see,e. g., [25℄ and the referenes therein).The preise alulation of radiative orretions isalso important for the study of the two-photon ex-hange e�ets in elasti eletron�deuteron sattering.It was observed in [26�29℄ that the relative role ofthe two-photon exhange an inrease signi�antly inthe region of large Q2 due to a steep derease of thedeuteron form fators as funtions of Q2. Beauseone- and two-photon amplitudes have very di�erentspin strutures, the polarization phenomena have tobe more sensitive to the interferene e�ets than thedi�erential ross setion (with unpolarized partiles).An attempt to evaluate the presene of two inter-mediate hard photons in box diagrams using the ex-isting data on the elasti eletron�deuteron satteringwas done in Ref. [30℄. The authors searhed for a de-viation from the linear dependene of the ross setionon tg2(�e=2) using a Rosenbluth �t, with the rosssetion parameterized in a model-independent way a-ording to rossing symmetry onsiderations.The two-photon ontribution to the struture fun-tions and polarization observables in the elasti sat-tering of longitudinally polarized eletrons on polarizeddeuterons was reently alulated in Ref. [31℄ (the ref-erenes to earlier papers an be found there).The radiative orretions to deep-inelasti satter-ing of unpolarized and longitudinally polarized ele-tron beams on a polarized deuteron target were on-sidered in Ref. [32℄ in the partiular ase of deuteronpolarization (whih an be obtained from the gen-eral ovariant spin-density matrix [33℄ when spin fun-tions are eigenvetors of the spin projetion opera-tor). The leading-log model-independent radiative or-retions in deep-inelasti sattering of an unpolarized243 3*



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012eletron beam on a tensor-polarized deuteron targethave been onsidered in Ref. [34℄. The alulationwas based on the ovariant parameterization of thedeuteron quadrupole polarization tensor and the useof the Drell�Yan like representation in eletrodynam-is. The model-independent QED radiative orretionsto the polarization observables in the elasti satter-ing of unpolarized and longitudinally polarized eletronbeams by a polarized deuteron target were alulatedin the hadroni variables in Ref. [35℄.In this paper, we alulate the model-independentQED radiative orretions in leptoni variables to thepolarization observables in the elasti sattering of un-polarized and longitudinally polarized eletron beamsby a deuteron targete�(k1) +D(p1)! e�(k2) +D(p2); (1)where the four-momenta of the orresponding parti-les are indiated in the brakets. The experimentalsetup with an arbitrarily polarized deuteron target isonsidered and the proedure for applying the derivedresults to the vetor or tensor polarization of the re-oil deuteron is disussed. The basis of the alula-tions onsists of the aount for all essential Feynmandiagrams whih results in the form of the Drell�Yanrepresentation for the ross setion and use of the o-variant parameterization of the deuteron polarizationstate. The numerial estimates of the radiative orre-tions are given for the ase when event seletion allowsthe undeteted partiles (photons and eletron-positronpairs) and the restrition on the lost invariant mass isused. 2. THE BORN APPROXIMATIONFrom the theoretial standpoint, di�erent polari-zation observables in the proess of elasti eletron�deuteron sattering have been investigated in many pa-pers (see, e. g., Refs. [36�41℄). The polarization observ-ables were expressed in terms of the deuteron eletro-magneti form fators. An up-to-date status of the ex-perimental and theoretial researh into the deuteronstruture an be found in reviews [2, 4℄. Here, we repro-due most of these results using the method of ovariantparameterization of the deuteron polarization state interms of the partile four-momenta and demonstratethe advantage of this approah.We onsider the proess of elasti sattering of a po-larized eletron beam by a polarized deuteron target.In the one-photon-exhange approximation, we de�nethe ross setion of proess (1) in terms of the ontra-

tion of the leptoni L�� and hadroni H�� tensors (weneglet the eletron mass wherever possible),d� = �22V q4LB��H�� d3k2"2 d3p2E2 Æ(k1+p1�k2�p2); (2)where V = 2k1p1; "2 and E2 are the respetive ener-gies of the sattered eletron and reoil deuteron andq = k1 � k2 = p2 � p1 is the four-momentum of theheavy virtual photon that probes the deuteron stru-ture. In the ase of a longitudinally polarized eletronbeam, the leptoni tensor, in the Born approximation,is given byLB�� = q2g��+2(k1�k2�+k2�k1�)+2iPe(��qk1); (3)(��ab) = "����a�b�; "1230 = 1;where Pe is the degree of the eletron beam polarization(in what follows, we assume that the eletron beam isompletely polarized and hene Pe = 1).The hadroni tensor an be expressed in terms ofthe deuteron eletromagneti urrent J� desribing thetransition �D ! D asH�� = J�J�� : (4)Using the requirements of Lorentz invariane, ur-rent onservation, and parity and time-reversal invari-anes of the hadron eletromagneti interation, thegeneral form of the eletromagneti urrent for thespin-one deuteron an be ompletely desribed by threeform fators and an be written as [20℄J� = (p1 + p2)� ��G1(Q2)U1 � U�2 ++ G3(Q2)M2 (U1 � qU�2 � q � q22 U1 � U�2 )�++G2(Q2)(U1�U�2 � q � U�2�U1 � q); (5)where U1� and U2� are the polarization four-vetorsfor the initial and �nal deuteron states, and M is thedeuteron mass. The funtions Gi(Q2) (i = 1; 2; 3) arethe deuteron eletromagneti form fators dependingonly on the virtual photon four-momentum squared.Beause the urrent is Hermitian, the form fatorsGi(Q2) are real funtions in the region of spae-likemomentum transfer. We here use the onventionQ2 = �q2.These form fators an be related to the standarddeuteron form fators GC (the harge monopole), GM(the magneti dipole), and GQ (the harge quadrupole)as GM = �G2; GQ = G1 +G2 + 2G3;GC = 23�(G2�G3)+�1+23��G1; � = Q24M2 : (6)244



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :The standard form fators have the normalizationsGC(0) = 1; GM (0) = (M=mn)�d;GQ(0) =M2Qd;where mn is the nuleon mass and �d(Qd) is deuteronmagneti (quadrupole) moment, and their values are�d = 0:857 [42℄ and Qd = 0:2859fm2 [43℄.If we write the eletromagneti urrent in the formJ� = J���U1�U�2�;then the H�� tensor an be written asH�� = J���J����i���f�; (7)where �i�� (�f�) is the spin-density matrix of the initial(�nal) deuteron.Beause we onsider the ase of a polarized deuterontarget and an unpolarized reoil deuteron, the hadronitensor H�� an be expanded aording to the polariza-tion state of the initial deuteron asH�� = H��(0) +H��(V ) +H��(T ); (8)where the spin-independent tensor H��(0) orrespondsto an unpolarized initial deuteron and the spin-depen-dent tensor H��(V ) (H��(T )) desribes the ase wherethe deuteron target has a vetor (tensor) polarization.We onsider the general ase of the initial deuteronpolarization state desribed by the spin-density matrix.We use the general expression for the deuteron spin-density matrix in the oordinate representation [44℄�i�� = �13 �g���p1�p1�M2 �+ i2M (��sp1)+Q�� ; (9)where s� is the polarization four-vetor desribing thevetor polarization of the deuteron target,p1 � s = 0; s2 = �1;and Q�� is the tensor desribing the tensor(quadrupole) polarization of the initial deuteron,Q�� = Q��; Q�� = 0; p1�Q�� = 0:In the laboratory system (the initial deuteron restframe), all time omponents of Q�� are zero and thetensor polarization of the deuteron target is desribedby �ve independent spatial omponents,Qij = Qji; Qii = 0; i; j = x; y; z:In Appendix B, we give the relation between elementsof the deuteron spin-density matrix in the heliity and

spherial tensor representations and also in the oordi-nate representation. We also give the relation betweenthe polarization parameters si and Qij and the popu-lation numbers n+, n�, and n0 desribing the polar-ized deuteron target, whih is often used in spin exper-iments.We assume that the polarization of the reoil deu-teron is not measured. Therefore, its spin-density ma-trix an be written as�f�� = ��g�� � p2�p2�M2 � :The spin-independent tensor H��(0) desribes unpo-larized initial and �nal deuterons and has the generalformH��(0) = �W1(Q2)~g�� + W2(Q2)M2 ~p1�~p1� ; (10)~g�� = g�� � q�q�q2 ; ~p1� = p1� � p1 � qq2 q�:Two real struture funtions W1;2(Q2) are expressed interms of the deuteron eletromagneti form fators asW1(Q2) = 23Q2(1 + �)G2M ;W2(Q2) = 4M2�G2C + 23�G2M + 89�2G2Q� : (11)In the onsidered ase, the spin-dependent ten-sor H��(V ), that desribes the vetor-polarized ini-tial deuteron and the unpolarized �nal deuteron anbe written asH��(V ) = iM S1(��sq) + iM3S2[~p1�(�sqp1)��~p1�(�sqp1)℄+ 1M3S3[~p1�(�sqp1)+~p1�(�sqp1)℄; (12)where three real struture funtions Si(Q2), i = 1; 2; 3,an be expressed in terms of the deuteron eletromag-neti form fators. They areS1(Q2) =M2(1 + �)G2M ; S3(Q2) = 0;S2(Q2) =M2 hG2M � 2�GC + �3GQ�GMi : (13)The third struture funtion S3(Q2) is zero sinedeuteron form fators are real funtions in elasti sat-tering (spae-like momentum transfers). In the time-li-ke region of momentum transfers (for annihilation pro-esses, for example, e�+e+ ! D+ �D), where the formfators are omplex funtions, the struture funtionS3(Q2) is not zero and is determined by the imaginarypart of the form fators:S3(Q2) = 2M2 Im�GC � �3GQ�G�M245



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012(in this ase, Q2 is the square of the virtual photonfour-momentum).In the ase of a tensor-polarized deuteron tar-get, the general struture of the spin-dependent tensorH��(T ) an be written in terms of the �ve struturefuntions asH��(T ) = V1(Q2) �Q~g�� + V2(Q2) �QM2 ~p1�~p1� ++ V3(Q2)(~p1� eQ� + ~p1� eQ�) + V4(Q2) eQ�� ++ iV5(Q2)(~p1� eQ� � ~p1� eQ�); (14)where we introdue the notationeQ� = Q��q� � q�q2 �Q; eQ�q� = 0;eQ�� = Q�� + q�q�q4 �Q� q�q�q2 Q�� � q�q�q2 Q��;eQ��q� = 0; �Q = Q��q�q� : (15)The struture funtions Vi(Q2), i = 1; : : : ; 5, whihdesribe the part of the hadroni tensor due to the ten-sor polarization of the deuteron target, have the follow-ing form in terms of the deuteron form fators:V1(Q2) = �G2M ; V5(Q2) = 0;V2(Q2) = G2M+ 41+� �GC+�3GQ+�GM�GQ;V3(Q2) = �2�[G2M + 2GQGM ℄;V4(Q2) = 4M2�(1 + �)G2M : (16)The �fth struture funtion V5(Q2) is zero sine thedeuteron form fators are real funtions in the onsid-ered kinematial region. In the time-like region of mo-mentum transfers, this struture funtion is not zeroand is given byV5(Q2) = �4� ImGQG�M(in this ase, Q2 is the square of the virtual photonfour-momentum).Using the de�nitions of ross-setion (2) and lep-toni (3) and hadroni (8) tensors, we an easily derivean expression for the unpolarized di�erential ross se-tion (in the Born (one-photon-exhange) approxima-tion) in terms of the invariant variables suitable for thealulation of the radiative orretions:d�unBdQ2 = ��2V Q4 �2�W1 + W2� [1� �(1 + �)℄� ; (17)� = Q2V ; � = M2V :

In the laboratory system, this expression an be writ-ten in a more familiar form using the standard stru-ture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2). Then the unpolarizeddi�erential ross setion for elasti eletron�deuteronsattering takes the formd�unBd
 = �M �A(Q2) +B(Q2) tg2��e2 �� ; (18)�M = �2E0 os2 ��e2 �4E3 sin4��e2 � ;where �M is the Mott ross setion, E and E0 are theinident and sattered eletron energies, and �e is theeletron sattering angle:E0 = E[1 + 2(E=M) sin2(�e=2)℄�1;Q2 = 4EE0 sin2(�e=2):The sattering angle in laboratory system an be writ-ten in terms of invariants asos �e = 1� �� 2��1� � ; sin �e = 2p��(1� �� ��)1� � :Two struture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2) arequadrati ombinations of three eletromagneti formfators desribing the deuteron struture:A(Q2) = G2C(Q2) + 89�2G2Q(Q2) + 23�G2M (Q2); (19)B(Q2) = 43�(1 + �)G2M (Q2):It follows from Eq. (18) that the measurement of theunpolarized ross setion at various values of the ele-tron sattering angle and the same value of Q2 allowsdetermining the struture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2).Therefore, it is possible to determine the magneti formfator GM (Q2) and the ombinationG2C(Q2) + 89�2G2Q(Q2)of form fators. Hene, the separation of the harge GCand quadrupole GQ form fators requires polarizationmeasurements.Before writing similar distributions for the satter-ing of polarized partiles, we note that in the gen-eral ase, an azimuthal orrelation between the rea-tion (eletron sattering) plane and the plane (k1; s)an exist for suh experimental onditions if the initialdeuteron is polarized. But in the Born approximation,246



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :with the P - and T -invariane of the hadron eletromag-neti interation taken into aount, suh orrelation isabsent. In what follows in this setion, we onsider thesituation where the polarization three-vetor s belongsto the reation plane and the orresponding azimuthalangle is equal to zero. Therefore, there exist only twoindependent omponents of the polarization vetor s,whih we all longitudinal and transverse ones.To alulate radiative orretions to the polari-zation observables, it is onvenient to parameterizethe polarization state of the target (in our ase, thedeuteron polarization four-vetor s� desribing thedeuteron vetor polarization and the quadrupole pola-rization tensor Q�� desribing the deuteron tensor po-larization) in terms of the four-momenta of the partilesin the reation. This parameterization is not uniqueand depends on the diretions hosen to de�ne the lon-gitudinal and transverse omponents of the deuteronpolarization in its rest frame.As mentioned above, we have to de�ne the longi-tudinal s(L) and transverse s(T ) polarization four-ve-tors. (The longitudinal and transverse omponents ofthe deuteron polarization are often de�ned along the zand x axes.) In our ase, it is natural to hoose thelongitudinal diretion, in the laboratory system, alongthe three-momentum transferred q (the virtual photonmomentum) and the transverse diretion perpendiu-lar to the longitudinal one in the reation plane. Theorresponding polarization four-vetors an be writtenas [34℄s(T )� = (4� + �)k1� � (1 + 2�)q� � (2� �)p1�pV (4� + �) ;s(L)� = 2�q� � �p1�Mp�(4� + �) ;  = 1� �� ��: (20)These four-vetors satisfy the onditionss(L;T ) � p1 = 0; s(L) � s(T ) = 0; s(L;T )2 = �1:It follows that they have the neessary properties ofpolarization four-vetors.It an be veri�ed that the set of four-vetors s(L;T )�in the rest frame of the deuteron (the laboratory sys-tem) has the forms(L)� = (0;L); s(T )� = (0;T); (21)L = k1 � k2jk1 � k2j ; T = n1 � (n1 � L)Lp1� (n1 � L)2 ; n1 = k1jk1j :This leads to simple expressions for the spin-dependenthadroni tensors (due to the vetor polarization of the

deuteron target) orresponding to the longitudinal andtransverse diretion of the spin four-vetor s�:HT��(V ) = � iGMG4 r (4� + �)� �� [(4� + �)(��qk1)� (2� �)(��qp1)℄ ;HL��(V ) = iG2M4� (��qp1)p�(4� + �); (22)where G = 2GC + 23�GQ:The spin-dependent parts of the ross setion, due tothe vetor polarization of the initial deuteron and longi-tudinal polarization of the eletron beam, an be writ-ten as d�LBdQ2 = � ��24�V 2 2� �� p�(4� + �)G2M ; (23)d�TBdQ2 = � ��2V Q2r (4� + �)� GMG; (24)where we assume that Pe in Eq. (3) is equal to unityand the degree of the vetor polarization (longitudinalor transverse) of the deuteron target is 100 perent.In the laboratory system, these expressions lead toasymmetries (or the spin orrelation oe�ients) in theelasti eletron�deuteron sattering in the Born ap-proximation. These asymmetries are due to the ve-tor polarization of the deuteron target, orrespondingto the longitudinal and transverse diretion of the spinfour-vetors s(L)� and s(T )� , and the longitudinal polar-ization of the eletron beam:I0ALB = ��s(1 + �)�1 + � sin2 ��e2 ���� tg��e2 � se��e2 �G2M ; (25)I0ATB = �2 tg��e2 �p�(1 + �)��GM �GC + �3GQ� ; (26)where I0 = A(Q2) +B(Q2) tg2��e2 � :It is worth noting that the ratio of the longitudinalpolarization asymmetry to the transverse one isALBATB =s��1 + � sin2 ��e2 �� se��e2 � GMG : (27)247



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012This ratio is expressed in terms of the deuteron formfatorsGM andG in the same way as the orrespondingratio in the ase of elasti eletron�proton satteringis expressed in terms of proton eletromagneti formfators GMp and GEp [20, 45℄. This is a diret on-sequene of the relation between the proton Hp��(V )and deuteronH��(V ) spin-dependent hadroni tensors,whih respetively depend on the proton polarizationand deuteron vetor polarization:H��(V )(GM ; G) = �4� + �8� Hp��(V )(GMp ; GEp): (28)We now onsider the tensor polarized deuteron tar-get. If, for ompleteness, we introdue the four-vetors(N)� orthogonal to the reation plane,s(N)� = 2"����p1�k1�k2�VpV � ; (29)then we an verify that the set of the four-vetors s(I)� ,I = L; T;N , satis�es the onditionss(�)� s(�)� = �Æ��; s(�)� p1� = 0; �; � = L; T;N:In the rest frame of the deuteron (the laboratory sys-tem), the four-vetor s(N)� has the forms(N)� = (0;N); N = n1 � n2p1� (n1 � n2)2 ; n2 = k2jk2j ;with the vetor N direted along the y axis. If we addone more four-vetor s(0)� = p1�Mto the set of the four-vetors de�ned in Eqs. (20) and(29), then we obtain a omplete set of orthogonalfour-vetors with the propertiess(m)� s(m)� = g�� ; s(m)� s(n)� = gmn; m; n = 0; L; T;N:In the general ase, this set of four-vetors allows ex-pressing the deuteron quadrupole polarization tensoras Q�� = s(m)� s(n)� Rmn � s(�)� s(�)� R�� ;R�� = R��; R�� = 0; (30)beause the time omponents R00, R0�, and R�0 areidentially zero due to the ondition Q��p1� = 0. TheR�� are in fat the tensor polarization degrees of thedeuteron target in its rest system (laboratory system).In the Born approximation, the omponents RNL and

RNT do not ontribute to the observables and this ex-pansion an be rewritten in the standard formQ�� = �s(L)� s(L)� � 12s(T )� s(T )� �RLL + 12s(T )� s(T )� �� (RTT �RNN ) + �s(L)� s(T )� + s(T )� s(L)� �RLT ; (31)where we took into aount thatRLL +RTT +RNN = 0:The part of the ross setion in the Born approxi-mation that depends on the tensor polarization of thedeuteron target an be written asd�QBdQ2 = d�LLBdQ2 RLL+d�TTBdQ2 (RTT�RNN )+d�LTBdQ2 RLT ;where d�LLBdQ2 = ��2Q4 2� ���8GCGQ + 83�G2Q + 2+ 4��+ �22 G2M� ;d�TTBdQ2 = ��2Q4 2�G2M ;d�LTBdQ2 = ���2Q4 4�(2� �)r�� GQGM : (32)
In the laboratory system, these expressions lead tothe following asymmetries (or analyzing powers) in theelasti eletron�deuteron sattering aused by tensorpolarization of the deuteron target and an unpolarizedeletron beam (in the Born approximation)I0AQB = ALLB RLL +ATTB (RTT �RNN ) ++ALTB RLT ; (33)where I0ALLB = 12 �8�GCGQ + 83�2G2Q ++ � �1 + 2(1 + �) tg2��e2 ��G2M� ;I0ATTB = 12�G2M ; I0ALTB = �4� ��s� + �2 sin2��e2 � se��e2 �GQGM : (34)

Using the P -invariane of the hadron eletromag-neti interation, we an parameterize the di�erentialross setion for elasti sattering of a longitudinally248



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :polarized eletron beam on the polarized deuteron tar-get (in the oordinate representation of the deuteronand eletron spin-density matries) asd�dQ2 = d�undQ2 [1 +ANsy +ALLRLL ++ALTRLT +ATT (RTT �RNN ) ++ Pe(ALsz +AT sx +ALNRLN +ATNRTN )℄; (35)where d�un=dQ2 is the di�erential ross setion for un-polarized partiles, AN is the asymmetry (analyzingpower) due to the normal omponent of the deuteronvetor polarization (sy), ALL; ALT , and ATT are theasymmetries (analyzing powers) due to the deuterontensor polarization orresponding to the RLL, RLT ,and (RTT �RNN ) omponents of the quadrupole ten-sor, AL and AT are the orrelation parameters due tothe longitudinal polarization of the eletron beam, szand sx are the omponents of the deuteron vetor po-larization, ATN and ALN are the orrelation parame-ters due to the longitudinal polarization of the eletronbeam, and RTN are RLN the quadrupole tensor om-ponents. We note that the elasti eletron�deuteronsattering amplitude is real in the Born (one-photon-exhange) approximation. This leads to zero values ofthe polarization observablesAN , ATN , and ALN in thisapproximation.The formalism of spherial tensors is also used forparameterizing the deuteron spin-density matrix (seeAppendix B for the details). In this ase, Eq. (35) anbe written asd�dQ2 = d�undQ2 [1 + 2 Im t11T11 ++ t20T20 + 2Re t21T21 + 2Re t22T22 ++ Pe(t10C10 + 2Re t11C11 + 2 Im t21C21 ++ 2 Im t22C22)℄; (36)where tkq are the polarization tensor desribing the po-larization state of the deuteron target and Tkq and Ckqare the analyzing powers and orrelation parameters ofthe reation.The relations between the polarization observablesin the oordinate representation and within the ap-proah of spherial tensors are

T11 = � 1p3Ay; T20 = �p23 Azz ;T21 = 12p3Axz; T22 = � 1p3Axx;C10 =r23Az ; C11 = � 1p3Ax;C21 = 12p3Ayz; C22 = � 12p3Axy: (37)
If the longitudinal diretion is determined by the re-oil deuteron three-momentum, then relations (21) arenot a�eted by hard photon radiation in the lepton partof the interation (this orresponds to the use of the so-alled hadroni variables) beause q = p2 � p1. Butwhen this diretion is reonstruted from the experi-ment using the three-momentum of the deteted sat-tered eletron (lepton variables), these relations breakdown beause q 6= k1�k2 in this ase. This means thatin the leptoni variables, parameterization (20) is un-stable and radiation of a hard photon by the eletronleads to a mixture of the longitudinal and transversepolarizations.We an eliminate suh a mixture if, in the labora-tory system of reation (1), we hoose the longitudinaldiretion l along the eletron beam momentum and thetransverse diretions t, in the plane (k1;k2) and per-pendiular to l. Then the orresponding parameteriza-tion of the polarization four-vetors is [34℄s(l)� = 2�k1� � p1�M ; s(n)� = s(N)� ;s(t)� = k2� � (1� �� 2��)k1� � �p1�pV � : (38)It an be veri�ed that the set of these polarization four-vetors s(l;t;n)� in the rest frame of the deuteron (thelaboratory system) has the forms(l)� = (0; l); s(t)� = (0; t); s(n)� = (0;n); (39)l = n1; t = n2 � (n1 � n2)n1p1� (n1 � n2)2 ; n = n1 � n2p1� (n1 � n2)2 :This set of the polarization four-vetors (together withs(0)� ) is also a omplete set of orthogonal four-vetorswith the propertiess(m)� s(m)� = g�� ; s(m)� s(n)� = gmn; m; n = 0; l; t; n:The hadroni tensors H l;t�� orresponding to the longi-tudinal and transverse diretions of the new spin four-vetors are given by249



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012H l�� = i4� + �4� ���G ��2�(��qk1) + 2�(2� �)4� + � (��qp1)� ++ GM �(1 + 2�)4� + � (��qp1)�GM ; (40)Ht�� = ir�� ���G(1 + 2�) �2� �4� (��qp1)� 4� + �4� (��qk1)� �� GM 2� (��qp1)�GM : (41)In the ase of sattering on a vetor-polarizeddeuteron target, the tensorsHL;T�� and H l;t�� orrespond-ing to the two hoies of the spin four-vetors are on-neted by trivial relationsHL�� = os �H l�� + sin �Ht�� ;HT�� = � sin �H l�� + os �Ht�� ;where os � = �(s(L)s(l)); sin � = �(s(L)s(t)):Simple alulation leads toos � = �(1 + 2�)p�(4� + �) ; sin � = �2r �4� + � : (42)These relations are a onsequene of the fat thattwo sets of spin four-vetors are onneted by means ofan orthogonal matrix that desribes a rotation in theplane perpendiular to the diretion n = N:s(A)� = VA�(�)s(�)� ; V (�) =  os � sin �� sin � os � ! ;where A = L, T and � = l; t.Using this rotation matrix, we an write the spin-dependent parts (due to the vetor polarization of thetarget) of the Born ross setion, whih orrespond toparameterization (38), in the simple wayd��BdQ2 = V�A(��)d�ABdQ2 ; (43)where d�LB=dQ2 and d�TB=dQ2 are de�ned in Eqs. (23)and (24). Therefore, we an writed�lBdQ2 = ���2V 2 �1 + 2�4� (2� �)GM + 2� G�GM ; (44)

d�tBdQ2 = ��2V Q2r�� �12(2��)GM�(1+2�)G�GM : (45)In the ase of the tensor polarization of the deuterontarget, the relations analogous to Eq. (43) ared��BdQ2 = T�A(��)d�ABdQ2 ; (46)where now A = LL; TT; LT and � = ll; tt; lt. Therotation matrix an then be written asT (�) = 0BBBBBB�14(1+3 os 2�) 34(1� os 2�) 34 sin 2�14(1� os 2�) 14(3+os 2�) �14 sin 2�� sin 2� sin 2� os 2�
1CCCCCCA ;where the partial ross setions d�IJB =dQ2; I; J = L; T ,are de�ned in Eq. (32) as the oe�ients in front ofthe respetive quantities RLL, RTT �RNN , and RLN ,and the partial ross setions in the left-hand side ofEq. (46) are de�ned asd�QBdQ2 = d�llBdQ2Rll + d�ttBdQ2 (Rtt �Rnn) + d�ltBdQ2Rlt: (47)The partial spin-dependent ross setions in this aseare d�ttBdQ2 = 2��2Q4 � �(1 + ��)G2M ++ 2��+4� (2��)(1+2�)GMGQ+ 21+�GQG� ;d�ltBdQ2 = �8��2Q4 �p� ���1 + 2�1 + � ���(1 + �)G2M + 2GQG� ++ 2 �2�1 + 2��+ 4� (+ � + ��) � �GMGQ� ;d�llBdQ2 = �2��2Q4 � nh�2(2 + 4� � �)� 1 �� 3�2�(1 + �)iG2M + 6�(2� �)1 + 2��+ 4� �� GMGQ+ �(1+�) [2����6��(1+�)℄GQG� :
(48)

It now follows that the spin-dependent part of theross setion, due to the tensor polarization of thedeuteron target, is expressed in terms of new polari-zation parameters Rll, Rtt � Rnn, and Rlt, whih arede�ned in aordane with the new longitudinal andtransverse diretions given by Eq. (38), and the oef-�ients in front of these quantities, in the right-hand250



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :side of Eq. (47), de�ne the orresponding partial rosssetions d�ijB=dQ2. The new polarization parametersare related to RLL, RTT �RNN , and RLT asRll = 14(1 + 3 os 2�)RLL ++ 14(1� os 2�)(RTT �RNN )� sin 2�RLT ;Rll �Rnn = 34(1� os 2�)RLL ++ 14(3 + os 2�)(RTT �RNN ) + sin 2�RLT ;Rlt = 34 sin 2�RLL�14 sin 2�(RTT�RNN )+ os 2�RLT :We now onsider the sattering of a longitudinallypolarized eletron beam by the unpolarized deuterontarget in the ase where the reoil deuteron is polar-ized. We an then alulate both vetor and tensor po-larizations of the reoil deuteron using the results givenabove. For this, we note that the polarization state ofthe reoil deuteron an be desribed by the longitudi-nal and transverse polarization four-vetors S(L)� andS(T )� that satisfy the relationsS2 = �1; S � p2 = 0and are given byS(L)� = 2�q� + �p2�Mp�(4� + �) ; S(T )� = s(T )� : (49)We note that the spin-dependent part of thehadroni tensor desribing the vetor polarization ofthe deuteron target, Eq. (12), an be written in theequivalent formH��(V ) = iGM2M [(GM �G)s � p2(��qp1) ++ 2M2(1 + �)G(��qs)℄: (50)The spin-dependent part of the hadroni tensorHR��(V ), whih orresponds to the ase of the vetor po-larized reoil deuteron, an be derived from this equa-tion by the substitutions� ! S�; p1 $ �p2:In fat, this means that we have to replae the terms � p2 in the right-hand side of Eq. (50) with the termS � p1. The vetor polarization of the reoil deuteron(longitudinal PL or transverse P T ) is de�ned as the

ratio of the spin-dependent part of the ross setion tothe unpolarized one. Taking into aount thatS(L) � p1 = �s(L) � p2and s(T ) � q = 0;we onlude thatPL = �AL; P T = AT ; (51)where AL and AT are the respetive vetor asymme-tries for the sattering of the longitudinally polarizedeletron beam by the vetor polarized deuteron target(we assume that the beam and the target have 100 per-ent polarization).Here, we emphasize that determining the ratioGM=G by measuring the ratio of the asymmetriesAL=AT , in the sattering of a longitudinally polarizedeletron beam by a vetor-polarized deuteron target,may be more attrative than by measuring the ra-tio of polarizations PL=P T in the proess of polariza-tion transfer (from the longitudinally polarized eletronbeam to the reoil deuteron) beause a seond satter-ing is neessary in the latter ase. This dereases theorresponding event number by about two orders [46℄and essentially inreases the statistial error. The prob-lem with the depolarization e�et that appears in thesattering of high-intensity eletron beams on polar-ized solid targets an be avoided using the polarizedgas deuteron target [13℄.The tensor polarization omponents of the reoildeuteron are de�ned similarly by the ratios of the or-responding partial spin-dependent ross setions to theunpolarized one,eRLL = d�LLBd�unB ; eRLT = d�LTBd�unB ; eRTT� eRNN = d�TTBd�unB :The spin-dependent part of the hadroni tensorHR��(T ), whih orresponds to the ase of a tensor-po-larized reoil deuteron, an be derived from Eq. (14)by hanging the sign of the struture funtion V3(Q2).Straightforward alulations using this updated tensorand parameterization (49) lead to the following results:i) both diagonal partial ross setions in the right-handside of the last equations are the same as those de�nedby the �rst three lines in Eqs. (32) for the satteringon a polarized target, and ii) the partial ross setiond�LTB =dQ2 hanges sign ompared with the one in thefourth line of Eqs. (32).251



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 20123. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSThere exist two soures of radiative orretionswhen orretions of the order of � are taken into a-ount. The �rst is aused by virtual and soft photonemission that annot a�et the kinematis of proess(1). The seond arises due to the radiation of a hardphoton,e�(k1) +D(p1)! e�(k2) + (k) +D(p2); (52)beause uts on the event seletion used in the urrentexperiments allow photons to be radiated with the en-ergy about 100 MeV and even more [16, 46℄. Suh pho-tons annot be interpreted as �soft� ones. The formof the radiative orretions aused by the ontributiondue to the hard photon emission depends strongly onthe hoie of the variables that are used to desribeproess (52) [47℄.We alulate the radiative orretions in the lep-toni variables. This orresponds to the experimentalsetup where the energy and momentum of the virtualphoton are determined using the measured energy andmomentum of the sattered eletron.The hadroni variables (with the virtual photonkinematis reonstruted using the reoil deuteronenergy and momentum) were previously used toompute the radiative orretions in the elasti anddeep-inelasti polarized eletron�proton sattering[47, 48℄, and elasti polarized eletron�deuteronsattering [35℄.We here alulate the model-independent radiativeorretions that inlude all QED orretions to the lep-ton part of the interation and an insertion of the va-uum polarization into the exhanged virtual photonpropagator.The general analysis of the two-photon exhangeontribution (box diagrams) to the polarization obser-vables in the elasti eletron�deuteron sattering wasdone in Refs. [49, 50℄. The e�et of a two-photon ex-hange on the deuteron eletromagneti form fatorswas estimated numerially in Ref. [31; 51℄.3.1. Unpolarized ross setionThe model-independent radiative orretions to theunpolarized and polarized ross setions (due to thevetor polarization of the deuteron target) of the elas-ti eletron�deuteron sattering an be obtained usingthe results in [45℄, where the QED orretions for thepolarized elasti eletron�proton sattering were alu-lated in the framework of eletron struture funtions.

The spin-independent part of the ross setion forelasti eletron�deuteron sattering an be derivedfrom the respetive part of elasti eletron�proton sat-tering by a simple rule using following relation betweenspin-independent hadroni tensors desribing eletron�deuteron and eletron�proton sattering:Hd(un)�� = 4� + xyr4� Hp(un)�� �G2Mp ! 23G2M ;G2Ep ! G2C + x2y2r218�2 G2Q� ; (53)wherex = Q22p1(k1 � k2) ; y = 2p1(k1 � k2)V ;r = �(k1 � k2 � k)2Q2 : (54)We reall that k is the four-momentum of the hardphoton in reation (52).The radiatively orreted ross setion an be writ-ten in terms of the eletron struture funtions in theform (master formula) [52℄d�(k1; k2)d Q2 = ymaxZymin dy 1Zz1m dz1 1Zz2m dz2D(z1; L)�� 1z22D(z2; L)d�hard(~k1; ~k2)d ~Q2 d~y ; L = ln Q2m2 ; (55)where m is the eletron mass, the integration limitsfor y, z1, and z2 are de�ned below, and the quantityD(z; L) is the eletron struture funtion. Numerialestimate of the radiative orretions (see below) havebeen done using the exponentiated form of the eletronstruture funtion given in Ref. [45, 53℄. For the diffe-rent representations of the photon ontribution to theeletron struture funtion, see, e. g., Ref. [54℄.The redued variables that de�ne the ross setionwith emission of a hard photon in the integrand are~k1 = z1k1; ~k2 = k2z2 ; eQ2 = z1z2Q2; ~y = 1�1� yz1z2 :The hard part of the unpolarized (spin-indepen-dent) ross setion an be written asd�harddQ2dy = d�unBdQ2dy �1 + �2� Æ(x; �)�+Hx +Hxr; (56)whereÆ(x; �) = �1��23 �2f � x��(1+x�)x(1��)(1�z+)�� ln2 (1��)1�z+ ;252



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :f(x) = xZ0 dtt ln(1�t);Hx = �V 2 �1� r11� � P̂1 � 1� r21� z+ P̂2�N(x; r)�2(rQ2)r ;Hxr = �V 2 8<: r+Zr� 2xW (x; r) drp�2+4�x2� +P r+Zr� dr1�r " 1�P̂1jr�r1j ���1 + r21� � N(x; r) + (r1 � r)T1(x; r)� � 1� P̂2jr � r2j �� � 1 + r21� z+N(x; r) + (r2 � r)T2(x; r)�#9=; �2(rQ2)r ;N(x; r) = 23(1 + �r)G2M (rQ2) ++ 2�2r �1� �x � ���G2(�r; rQ2);W (x; r) = 23(1 + �r)G2M (rQ2)� 2�r�G2(�r; rQ2);T1(x; r) = � 2�2r �1� r(x � �)x �G2(�r ; rQ2);T2(x; r) = � 2�2r h1� r � �xiG2(�r; rQ2); �r = �r4� ;G2(�r; rQ2) = G2C(rQ2) + 23�rG2M (rQ2) ++ 89�2rG2Q(rQ2); z+ = �x (1� x):The integration limits for r in the expression forHxr an be written asr� = 12x2(�+z+) h2x2� + (1�x)���p�2+4x2�� �i :The integration limits in master formula (55) at�xed values of � an be derived from the restritionon the lost invariant mass for the hard subproess:M2 < (~k1 + p1 � ~k2)2 < (M +�M )2; (57)where �M is usually smaller than the pion mass toexlude inelasti hadroni events. This means thatz2m = �+ 1� yz1 ; z1m = 1� y1� � ; ymin = �;ymax = �+�th; �th = �2M + 2M�MV : (58)

The ation of the projetion operators P̂1 and P̂2 isde�ned asP̂1f(r; x) = f(r1; x); P̂2f(r; x) = f(r2; x); (59)wherer1 = x� �x(1� �) ; r2 = xx� �(1� x) = 11� z+ :The prinipal value symbol P in the expression for Hxrmeans that the nonphysial singularity at r = 1 mustbe ignored; in other words,P r+Zr� f(r) dr(1� r)jr � r1j = r+Zr� dr(1� r) � f(r)jr � r1j �� f(1)j1� r1j�+ f(1)j1� r1j ln 1� r�r+ � 1 : (60)The Born unpolarized ross setion that enters hardross setion (56) is de�ned by expression (17) multi-plied by the delta funtion Æ(y � �).To ompare our alulations with others it is veryimportant to extrat the �rst-order orretion from themaster formula. For this, it su�es to use the well-known iterative form of the eletron struture funtionentering Eq. (55) taking terms of the order of � intoaount, namely,D(zi; L) = lim�i!0 �Æ(1� zi) + �(L� 1)2� P1(zi)� ;P1(z) = 1 + z21� z �(1� z��i)+ Æ(1� z)�32 + 2 ln�i� :The exat form of the infrared parameters �1 and �2is given in Ref. [45℄, but it is unessential beause theyanel in the �nal result, whih an be written asd�dQ2 = d�BdQ2 h1 + �2� �Æ(1; �) + (L� 1)G0�i++ �2� (L� 1)G1 + ymaxZymin (Hx +Hxr) dy; (61)whereG0 = g(z) + g(~z); G1 = I(z) + ~I(~z); z = �th1� � ;g(x) = 32 � 2x+ x22 + 2 lnx; ~z = �th;I(z) = 1Z1�z 1 + z211� z1 �d�B(z1k1; k2)dQ2 � d�B(k1; k2)dQ2 � dz1and ~I an be derived from I by substitutiond�B(k1; z�12 k2) instead of d�B(z1k1; k2) and z1 ! z2.253



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 20123.2. Corretion to the ross setion partaused by the vetor polarization of thedeuteron targetThe orretion to the spin-dependent part of theross setion, in the ase where the deuteron targethas vetor polarization, an be obtained from the or-responding formulas of eletron�proton sattering to-tally similarly to the unpolarized ase. The only dif-ferene onsists in the relation between spin-dependenthadroni tensors, whih beomesHd(l;t)�� = �4� + xyr8� ��Hp(l;t)�� �GMp ! GM ; GEp ! 2GC+xyr6� GQ� : (62)We an again start from the Drell�Yan representa-tion, but now for the spin-dependent part of the rosssetion. We reall that this representation is valid inthis ase where the radiation of ollinear photons by theinitial and �nal eletrons does not hange the longitudi-nal (l) and transverse (t) polarizations. Suh stabilizedpolarization four-vetors of the deuteron polarizationan be written in the formeS(l)� = 2�k1� � p1�M ;eS(t)� = �xyp1� + k2� � [�2xy� + (1� y)℄k1�pV xy(1� y � xy�) : (63)It an be veri�ed that the polarization four-vetor eS(l)in the laboratory system has omponents (0;n); wherethe three-vetor n has the orientation of the initial ele-tron three-momentum k1. It an also be veri�ed that~S(t) eS(l) = 0 andeS(t) = (0;n?); n2? = 1; n � n? = 0in the laboratory system, where the three-vetor n?lies in the plane (k1;k2).It is onvenient to write the master formula for thespin-dependent di�erential ross setions d�l and d�tin the formd�l;t(k1; k2; eS)dQ2 = ymaxZymin dy d�l;tdQ2dy ;d�l;tdQ2dy = 1Zz1m dz1 1Zz2m dz2z22 D(p)(z1; L)��D(z2; L)d�l;thard(~k1; ~k2; eS)d ~Q2 d~y : (64)

The funtion D(p)(z; L) is the eletron struture fun-tion for a longitudinally polarized eletron. It dif-fers from D(z; L) in the seond order due to ollineareletron�positron pair prodution in the so-alled non-singlet hannel (see Ref. [55℄ for the details).If the longitudinal diretion L is hosen along thethree-momentum k1 � k2 in the laboratory system,whih for nonradiative proess oinides with the dire-tion of the three-vetor q; and the transverse diretionT lies in the plane (k1;k2), then we have to useS(L)� = 2�(k1 � k2)� � y p1�Mpy(y + 4x�) ;S(T )� = (1+2x�)k2��(1�y�2x�)k1��x(2�y)p1�pV x(1�y�xy�)(y+4x�) :In this ase, we use the relationsd�(A)(k1; k2; S)dQ2 == ymaxZymin dy VA�( )d��(k1; k2; eS)dQ2dy ; (65)where, totally similarly to Eq. (42),os = �(S(L) ~S(l)); sin = �(S(L) ~S(t));os = y + 2xy�py2 + 4xy� ;sin = �2sxy�(1� y � xy�)y2 + 4xy� :The vetor asymmetries in the onsidered proess withthe radiative orretions taken into aount are de�nedas the ratios Al;tC = d�l;t(k1; k2; eS)d�(k1; k2) ;AL;TC = d�L;T (k1; k2; S)d�(k1; k2) ; (66)where the unpolarized ross setion is desribed byEq. (55), and the partial ross setions aused by or-relation between the deuteron vetor polarizations andthe eletron longitudinal polarization are respetivelyde�ned by Eqs. (64) and (65) (we use Pe = 1). There-fore, alulating the asymmetry, inluding the radiativeorretions, requires knowing the radiative orretionsfor both spin-independent and spin-dependent parts ofthe ross setion.254



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :The hard part of the polarized ross setion in theintegrand in the right-hand side of Eq. (64) an be writ-ten in a form very similar to, although slightly di�erentfrom, the unpolarized ross setion:d�l;tharddQ2dy = d�l;tBdQ2dy �1+ �2� Æ(x; �)�+H l;tx +H l;txr ; (67)H l;tx = ��U l;t8�V 2 ��1� r11� � P̂1N l;t1 �� 1� r21� z+ P̂2N l;t2 � �2(rQ2)r ;H l;txr = ��U l;t8�V 2 8<: r+Zr� 2xW l;tdrp�2 + 4x2�� + P r+Zr� dr1� r �� " 1� P̂1jr � r1j �1 + r21� � N l;t1 + (r1 � r)T l;t1 � �� 1� P̂2jr � r2j � 1 + r21� z+N l;t2 + (r2 � r)T l;t2 �#) �2(rQ2)r :The rest of our short-hand notation isU l = 1; U t =s �x� 1(x� �� x��) ;W l = �2��x W; W t = ��2x2 (1 + 2x�)W;W = [x(1 + r)� 1℄G2M + �1 + 4x��r (1 + r)�GM eG;N l1 = (2� + r)(2� �)G2M + 8� �1� �� � �r�GM eG;N l2 = (2� + 1)(2� �r)G2M + 8� � 1�r � 1� �)�GM eG;N t1 = h1� �x + r � �(r + 2�)i �� ��(2� �)G2M + 2�1 + 2�r �GM eG� ;N t2 = �1� �x + 1r � �(1 + 2�)��� h�(2� �r)G2M + 2(1 + 2�)GM eGi ;T l1 = 2 �(r + 2�)G2M + 2� �2� � 1�GM eG� ;

T l2 = �2 �(1 + 2�)G2M + 2� � 2�r � 1�GM eG� ;T t1 = 2n� hr(1� �) + 1� �x � 2��iG2M ++ h1� �x � 2�� + r + 4�iGM eGo ;T t2 = 2 �1r � �(1 + 2�) + 1� �x�G2M �� 2 ��+ 2� � 1r + 1r + 1� �x�GM eG:We note that the argument of the eletromagneti formfators in Eq. (67) is �Q2r andeG(rQ2) = 2GC(rQ2) + �r6� GQ(rQ2):The spin-dependent Born ross setions in the right-hand side of Eq. (67) are de�ned by expressions (44)and (45) multiplied by Æ(y � �).We an now write the �rst order-orretion to thespin-dependent part of the ross setion totally simi-larly to the unpolarized ase,d�l;tdQ2 = d�l;tBdQ2 h1 + �2� �Æ(1; �) + (L� 1)G0�i++ �2� (L� 1)Gl;t1 + ymaxZymin (H l;tx +H l;txr) dy; (68)where Gl;t1 an be derived from G1 (see Eq. (61)) bythe simple substitution d� ! d�l;t.3.3. Corretion to the ross setion part ausedby tensor polarization of the deuteron targetThe radiative orretions to polarization observ-ables in elasti eletron�deuteron sattering aused bya tensor-polarized deuteron target an be obtained us-ing the results in [56℄, where model-independent ra-diative orretions to the deep-inelasti sattering ofan unpolarized eletron beam on a tensor-polarizeddeuteron target have been alulated.To obtain the required orretions, it is neessary�rst to derive the ontribution of the elasti radiativetail (radiative orretions to elasti eletron�deuteronsattering). It an be obtained using the results inRef. [56℄, where radiative orretions to the deep-ine-lasti sattering of an unpolarized eletron beam on atensor-polarized deuteron target have been alulated.255



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012We an obtain these radiative orretions from formula(46) in [56℄ by the substitutionBi(q2; x0)! � 1q2 Æ(1� x0)B(el)i ; i = 1; : : : ; 4; (69)in the hadroni tensor, where Bi(q2; x0) are the spin-dependent struture funtions aused by the tensorpolarization of the deuteron, desribing the transition�d! X , and the funtions B(el)i are their elasti limit(when the �nal state X is the deuteron). Hereq2 = (k1 � k2 � k)2:Hene, the elasti struture funtions an be expressedin terms of the deuteron eletromagneti form fatorsas B(el)1 = ��q2G2M ;B(el)3 = 2��2q2GM (GM + 2GQ);B(el)2 = �2��2q2 �� �G2M + 4GQ1 + �� �GC + ��3GQ + ��GM�� ;B(el)4 = �2��q2(1+��)G2M ; �� = �q2=4M2: (70)
After the substitution of the elasti funtions B(el)iin formula (46) in Ref. [56℄, we have to integrate overthe z variable (whih shows the degree of deviation ofthe deep-inelasti sattering from the elasti proess)using the Æ-funtionÆ(1� x0) = xyrÆ(z):Hene, the value z = 0 orresponds to the elasti on-tribution (elasti eletron�deuteron sattering) to thedeep-inelasti proess. We note that the z variable usedin Ref. [56℄ has a di�erent meaning ompared to the zvariable used here. And �nally, to obtain the radiativeorretions to the proess of elasti eletron�deuteronsattering, it is neessary to integrate the elasti radia-tive tail ontribution over the x variable.As a result, we obtain the radiatively orretedspin-dependent part of the ross setion aused by thetensor polarization of the deuteron target in elastieletron�deuteron sattering in the formd�QdQ2 = d�lldQ2Rll + d�ttdQ2 (Rtt �Rnn) + d�ltdQ2Rlt; (71)where the spin-dependent parts of the ross setion

d�mn, mn = ll; lt; tt, an be written in terms of theeletron struture funtion asd�mn(k1; k2; eS)dQ2 = ymaxZymin dy d�mndQ2dy ;d�mndQ2dy = 1Zz1m dz1 1Zz2m dz2z22 D(z1; L)��D(z2; L)d�mnhard(~k1; ~k2; eS)d ~Q2 d~y : (72)
Totally similarly to Eq. (65), we an write the ten-sor partial ross setions de�ned relative to the L andT diretions asd�(A)(k1; k2; S)dQ2 == ymaxZymin dy TA�( )d��(k1; k2; eS)dQ2dy : (73)In this paper, we de�ne the partial tensor asym-metries in the same way as for the vetor ones (seeEq. (66)),A�C = d��(k1; k2; eS)d�(k1; k2) ; AAC = d�A(k1; k2; S)d�(k1; k2) ; (74)where the indies A and � take the valuesA = LL; TT; LT; � = ll; tt; lt;and the spin-dependent ross setion parts due tothe deuteron tensor polarization are determined byEqs. (72) and (73).The hard part of the spin-dependent ross setionsin the integrand in the right-hand side of Eq. (72) anbe written asd�mnharddQ2dy = �1+ �2� Æ(1; �)� d�mnBdQ2dy+Hmnx +Hmnxr ; (75)where we introdue the notationHmnx = �2� " (1� r1)P̂11� � � (1� r2)P̂2r2 # d�mnBdQ2 ;256



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :Hmnxr = ��Q4 8<: P1� xy r+Zr� dr(1� P̂1)Gmn(r)(1� r)jr � r1j ++ P1� y(1� x) r+Zr� dr(1 � P̂2) ~Gmn(r)(1� r)jr � r2j 9=;� ��4Q4 �� 1py2 + 4xy� r+Zr� dr �Fmn0 (r) + �1Q2V Fmn1 (r) ++ ��2Q4V 2Fmn2 (r)� �2(Q2r)r2 ; (76)with the oe�ients�1 = 1y + 4x� �1� y � 2x� + r(1 + xy � 2x+ 2x�)�;�2 = 3�21 � 1y(y + 4x�) �r(1� xy) + y � 1�2:The funtions Gmn(r), ~Gmn(r), and Fmni (r), i = 0,1, 2, are de�ned asGmn(r) = �2(Q2r)r2 4Xj=1Amnj Hj ;Fmni (r) = 4Xj=1Cmnij Hj ;~Gmn(r) = �2(Q2r)r2 4Xj=1Bmnj Hj ; (77)
where the expressions for the oe�ients Amnj , Bmnj ,and Cmnij , with mn = ll; lt; tt, i = 0; 1; 2, and j == 1; 2; 3; 4, are given in Appendix A. The funtions Hj ,j = 1; : : : ; 4, in relations (76) depend on the shiftedmomentum transfer squared, i. e., Hj = Hj(rQ2), andH1(Q2) = G2M ; H4(Q2) = �2(1 + �)G2M ;H2(Q2) == �2� �G2M + 41 + �GQ(GC + �3GQ + �GM )� ;H3(Q2) = 2� GM (GM + 2GQ): (78)From the master formula (72), we an now extratthe �rst-order orretion to the spin-dependent partsof the ross setion, aused by the tensor polarizationof the deuteron target:d�mndQ2 = n1 + �2� [Æ(1; �) + (L� 1)G0℄o d�mnBdQ2 ++ �2� (L� 1)Gmn1 + ymaxZymin (Hmnx +Hmnxr ) dy; (79)

where mn = ll; lt; tt andGmn1 = Imn1 (z) + Imn2 (~z);Imn1 (z) = � 1Z1�z dr1 (1 + r21)(1� P̂1)1� r1 d�mnBdQ2 ;Imn2 (~z) = � 1Z11�~z dr2r32 (1 + r22)(1� P̂2)1� r2 d�mnBdQ2 :4. NUMERICAL ESTIMATIONSThe reent measurements in polarized eletron�deu-teron sattering are as follows:i) measurement of the analyzing power T20 in theregion 0:126 GeV2 < Q2 < 0:397 GeV2 [12℄,ii) measurement of reoil polarizations t20, t21, t22at 0:66 GeV2 < Q2 < 1:7 GeV2 [16℄,iii) measurement of analyzing powers T20, T21, T22at 0:326 GeV2 < Q2 < 0:838 GeV2 [13℄.For the deuteron form fators, we use the resultsin [57℄, where the world data for elasti eletron�deu-teron sattering was used to parameterize the threeeletromagneti form fators of the deuteron in thefour-momentum transfer range 0�7fm�1 in three dif-ferent ways. The auray in the determination of theseform fators is limited by the assumption of the one-photon exhange mehanism and the preise alula-tion of the radiative orretions. In the range of inter-mediate to high Q, other orretions suh as the doublesattering ontribution to the two-photon exhange [30℄should be onsidered, but they are at present by neitheraurately alulated nor experimentally determined.For numerial alulations, we use two di�erent pa-rameterizations labeled as I and II. In parameteriza-tion I, eah form fator is given by a polynomial inQ2. With 18 free parameters, a �t was obtained with�2=Nd:f: = 1:5. Parameterization II has been proposedin Ref. [58℄. Eah form fator is proportional to thesquare of the dipole nuleon form fator and to a linearombination of redued heliity transition amplitudes.In addition, the asymptoti behavior ditated by quarkounting rules and heliity rules valid in perturbativeQCD were inorporated in the �tting proedure. With12 free parameters, a �t to the data set was obtainedwith �2=Nd:f: = 1:8; whereas the original values of theparameters in Ref. [58℄ yield �2=Nd:f: = 7:5. Param-eterization II, unlike the other two presented in thispaper, an be extrapolated well above 7fm�1, albeitwith some theoretial prejudie.4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 257
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Fig. 1. The Born values of vetor and tensor asymmetries alulated by means of Eqs. (25), (26), and (34). We note thatthe quantity ATTB is small ompared with AttB . Q2 is given in GeV2To demonstrate the e�et of radiative orretionsin the onsidered polarized phenomena, we give theQ2-dependene of the quantities ÆAI and ÆAIJde�nedas ÆAI = AIC �AIB ; ÆAIJ = AIJC �AIJB ; (80)where AIC and AIJC are the values of the orrespondingasymmetries with the radiative orretions taken intoaount (see Eqs. (66) and (74)) and AIB and AIJB aretheir Born values.In the alulation, we took V = 2(k1p1) = 10 GeV2and 0:1 GeV2 � Q2 � 2 GeV2 and used parameteri-zations I and II of the deuteron form fators given inRef. [57℄. It turns out that the di�erene between theasymmetries alulated with these two parameteriza-tions are very small and we use parameterization I inwhat follows.In Fig. 1, the Born values of vetor and tensor asym-metries are shown. We an see that the absolute valuesof vetor asymmetries are small ompared with the ten-sor ones. Besides, the e�et of the polarization dire-tion hoie is seen very learly. The most pronounedfeature is that ATTB is near zero at all values of Q2 on-sidered, whereas AttB is large enough (of the order ofunity).In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the in�uene of radiativeorretions on the single-spin tensor asymmetries. The

orresponding e�et depends strongly on the parame-ter �th that de�nes the rules for event seletion. If weset �th = 0; the radiation of hard photons is forbid-den, and the e�et vanishes, as an be seen from masterformulas (55), (64) and (72) as well as from Eqs. (65)and (73).In this ase, the radiative orretions are de-termined by the soft photon emission and virtualloops and are fatorized in both unpolarized andpolarization-dependent ross setions. If the hard pho-ton emission is allowed but the pion prodution thresh-old does not exeed �th � 0:0526 (see Eqs. (57) and(58)), the absolute value of the e�et is smaller than2.5%. As the allowed photon energy inreases, orre-tions to the tensor asymmetries an reah the values ofthe order of 15�20%.As regards the double-spin vetor asymmetries,they are very small even at the Born level, and up tonow there have been no attempts to measure them. Wealulate them to give the omplete piture of takingmodel-independent radiative orretions in to aountin eletron�deuteron sattering.We emphasized in Se. 2 that measurement of thepolarization asymmetries in proess (1), in priniple,an be used to determine the deuteron magneti formfator GM . The reason is that the quantities ALB (seeEq. (26)) and ATTB (see Eq. (34)) are proportional to258
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larization states that are stable under ollinear photonradiation by both initial and sattered eletrons. Theorresponding spin-dependent parts of the hard rosssetions in master formulas (64) and (72) inlude dif-ferent ombinations of all deuteron form fators. Thismeans, for example, that the small partial ross se-tion d�TT =dQ2, whih is expressed through the largeones d�tt=dQ2, d�ll=dQ2, and d�lt=dQ2, an hangesigni�antly if undeteted additional partiles aom-pany proess (1). At least for �th = 0:26, the radiativeorretions almost double the tensor asymmetry ATTompared with the Born one. With a derease in �tr,this e�et is diminished. We note that a similar e�et isabsent if hadroni variables are used to desribe radia-tive orretions (see Eqs. (64) and (69) in Ref. [35℄).The reason is that in that ase, the reoil deuteronmomentum is measured independently of undetetedpartiles in the leptoni part of interation.259 4*
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APPENDIX AIn this Appendix, we present formulas for the oef-�ients Amni , Bmni , and Cmnij (mn = ll; lt; tt, i = 0; 1; 2,and j = 1; 2; 3; 4) that determine the partial ross se-tions in the ase of a tensor-polarized target (see for-mula (75)). A.1. Component llThe oe�ients determining the ontribution pro-portional to the omponents Rll of the tensor desrib-ing the tensor polarization of the deuteron target anbe written asAll1 = �xy(1 + r2)Z; All2 = ZZ1xyr ;All3 = 1xy f(a+ �r) [2Z1 + r�1(2a+ r ��1)℄ �� �1 �r2(r��1)+2(b+�1)+r(a+b)(a+r��1)�	 ;260



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :All4 = r �(b� a)(1 + r2) + �1 [1 + r(2a� b)℄	 ;Bll1 = xyr(1 + r2) [xyr(1 + 6�)� 2�(1� 3ar)℄ ;Bll2 = � 1xy [xyr(1 + 6�)� 2�(1� 3ar)℄�� �b(1 + r2)��2(�r � 2a)� ;Bll3 = � 1xy f2Z2 [1 + (2a� b)r +�2℄ ++ 3a�2 [(b� a)r � 1��2℄g ;Bll4 = r �(a� b)(1 + r2) + �2(a+ �r)� ;Cll01 = 2� �(�r ��1)2 + a[3a(1 + r2)� 2(b+�1)℄	 ;Cll02 = 2xyr �(7� 3y)(xyr)2 + 3a(5� y + r)xyr ++ 3a2(3 + r2)� ar[5 + 3(a+ b)2℄	 ;Cll03 = �xy [r(6a� 16 + 9y) + 6�(y � 3� r)℄ ;Cll04 = xyr [1 + 3(b� a)℄ ; Cll11 = 12xy(r + 2�);Cll12 = 6�r [4(r + �) � yr℄; Cll13 = 6�(2� y);Cll21 = 6; Cll22 = 6�xyr ; Cll14 = Cll23 = Cll24 = 0:A.2. Component ltThe oe�ients determining the ontribution pro-portional to the omponents Rlt of the tensor desrib-ing the tensor polarization of the deuteron target anbe written asAlt1 = 2a(2� + r)(1 + r2)(2b+�1) Q2Md;Alt2 = �2(2� + r)(2b+�1)Z1 �r VMd;Alt3 = �� VMd f2Z1(3b� a� r) ++ �1[4r(1 + b2 + 3ab) �� 2a(1 + r2) + xyr(ar � 3 + 5br)℄	 ;Alt4 = ar VMd �2b(1 + r2) + �1 [1� r(3b� a)℄	 ;Blt1 = 2ar(1 + 2�)(1 + r2)(�2 � 2br) Q2Md;Blt2 = �2�(1 + 2�)(�2 � 2br)Z2 VMd;

Blt3 = � VMd f2Z2 [(3b� a)r � 1℄ ++ �2[(1 + ar)(a � 6b) �� (a+ 3b)(r2 +�2) + r(b2 � 1) + b+�2(3r � 2b)℄	 ;Blt4 = ar VMd ��2b(1 + r2) + �2(�r � 2b)� ;
Clt01 = 4Q2Md �a(1 + r2)(y + 2a)� 2b�r �� �1(xyr + 2a� 2b)℄ ;Clt02 == � 2VM dx yr f2axyr [y�r + (3b+a)(1+r)�y�8a℄ ��(xyr)2 [2a+(2�y)(y+4a)℄ +2a [2a(b�a+r) ++ (y + 2a)(r � a(1 + r2) + r(a + b)2)�	 ;Clt03 = � Q2Md �4� �2b�r � y2 + 4(b2 � a)��� r [3y(2� y) + 8a(1 + a+ 2b)℄g ;Clt04 = xyr VMd �1 + 4ab� (a� b)2� ;Clt11 = 4Q2Md [2�(2y + 4a� 1) + r(y + 4a� 2�)℄ ;Clt12 = 4�VMdr [(a�b)(4��yr)+2�(1�r)+2yr(1+4x�)℄ ;Clt13 = 4�(2�y)(y+2a) VMd; Clt14 = Clt23 = Clt24 = 0;Clt21 = 4(y + 2a) VMd; Clt22 = 4� y + 2axyr VMd:261



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 2 (8), 2012A.3. Component ttThe oe�ients determining the ontribution pro-portional to the omponents Rtt of the tensor desrib-ing the tensor polarization of the deuteron target anbe written asAtt1 = �ab (1 + r2)[b2 + (b+�1)2℄;Att2 = �b Z1xyr [2b2 +�1(2b+�1)℄; Att4 = �ar2�1;Att3 = �b �(�1 � 2b)[b(1 + r2) + (1� r + ry)�1℄ ++ b�1[1 + r(b� a+�1)℄g ;Btt1 = ab (1 + r2)[2b2r2 � 2br�2 +�22℄;Btt2 = ��b Z2xyr [2b2r2 � 2br�2 +�22℄; Btt4 = �ar�2;Btt3 = �b f(2br ��2)Z2 + b�2[r(b� a+ r) ��2℄g ;Ctt01 = xyb �(1 + r2)(y2 + 4a� 2ab) + (2b+�1)2 +�21� ;Ctt02 = � 1bxyr �� ��2(xyr)2 [a+ (1 + a)(2� y)℄ + xyr[(3� 2y ++ a2 + b2)(�r � 2a) + 4(ab+ b� a2) + 4r(a� b2)℄�� 2a �(r � a)2 + b2�+ (1 + 2a� 2b++ a2 + b2) �r � a(1 + r2) + (a+ b)2r�	 ;Ctt03 = �1b �3b� a� (a2 + b2)(2 + a+ b) ++ r[y2 + 2y(2b� a) + 2a(3� a)℄ ++ xyr[y(1 + y + 3a)� 4(1 + a)� 2ab℄g ;Ctt04 = xyr(y + 2a);Ctt11 = �4b [y(b� a+ r) + 2a(r � a)� xyr(1 + a)℄ ;Ctt12 = 1bxyr fr [1 + 7a(1 + a)� b(1 + b) + (a+ b) �� (a2 + b2)℄ + 4� �(a� b)(1� r) + a2 + b2 � r�	 ;Ctt13 = 1bxy (2� y) �y2 + 2a(2� b)� ;

Ctt14 = Ctt23 = Ctt240;Ctt21 = 1ab �y2 + 2a(2� b)� ;Ctt22 = 1brx2y2 �y2 + 2a(2� b)� ;where we use the notation�1 = (1�xy)r�a�b; �2 = (1�y+xy)r�1;Z1 = b(1 + r2) + �1(1� r + yr);Z2 = b(1 + r2) + �2(1� y � r);Z = xy(2� + r)2 � 2�(b+�1);a = xy�; b = 1� y � a; �r = a� b+ r:APPENDIX BWe here give some formulas desribing the polariza-tion state of a deuteron target in di�erent ases. Foran arbitrary polarization of the target, it is desribedby the general spin-density matrix (de�ned by 8 pa-rameters in the general ase), whih in the oordinaterepresentation has the form��� = �13 �g���p�p�M2 �+ i2M "����s�p�+Q�� ; (B.1)Q�� = Q��; Q�� = 0; p�Q�� = 0;where p� is the deuteron four-momentum, and s�and Q�� are the deuteron polarization four-vetor andthe deuteron quadrupole polarization tensor. In thedeuteron rest frame, the above formula is written as�ij = 13Æij � i2"ijksk +Qij ; i; j = x; y; z: (B.2)This spin-density matrix an be written in the heliityrepresentation using the relation���0 = �ije(�)�i e(�0)j ; ���0 = (��0�)�;�; �0 = +;�; 0; (B.3)where e(�)i are the deuteron spin funtions with thedeuteron spin projetion � onto the quantization axis(z axis). They aree(�) = � 1p2(1;�i; 0); e(0) = (0; 0; 1): (B.4)262
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(B.5)

To obtain this relations we used thatQxx +Qyy +Qzz = 0:The polarized deuteron target, whih is desribedby the population numbers n+, n�, and n0, is oftenused in spin experiments (see, e. g., Ref. [59℄). Here,n+, n�, and n0 are the frations of atoms with thenulear spin projetion onto the quantization axis m == +1, m = �1, and m = 0. If the spin-density matrixis normalized to 1, i. e., Tr � = 1, thenn+ + n� + n0 = 1:Hene, the polarization state of the deuteron target isde�ned in this ase by two parameters, the so-alled V(vetor) and T (tensor) polarizationsV = n+ � n�; T = 1� 3n0: (B.6)Using the de�nitionsn� = �ije(�)�i e(�)j ; n0 = �ije(0)�i e(0)j ; (B.7)we have the following relation between V and T param-eters and the parameters of the spin-density matrix inthe oordinate representation (in the ase where thequantization axis is direted along the z axis):n0 = 13 +Qzz; n� = 13 � 12sz � 12Qzz; (B.8)or T = �3Qzz; V = sz : (B.9)We now relate the parameters of the density matrixfor a massive spin-one partile (deuteron) for two repre-sentations: the oordinate (see Eq. (B.1)) and spherialtensors.

Aording to the Madison Convention [60℄, the den-sity matrix of a spin-one partile is given by� = 13Xkq t�kq�kq ; (B.10)where tkq are the polarization parameters of thedeuteron density matrix and �kq are the spherial ten-sors given by�00 = 1; �10 =r32Sz;�1�1 = �p32 (Sx � iSy);�20 = 3p2 �S2z � 23� ;�2�2 = p32 (Sx � iSy)2;�2�1 = �p32 [(Sx � iSy)Sz+Sz(Sx � iSy)℄ ; (B.11)
Sx = 1p2 0B� 0 1 01 0 10 1 0 1CA ;Sy = 1p2 0B� 0 �i 0i 0 �i0 i 0 1CA ;Sz = 0B� 1 0 00 0 00 0 �1 1CA : (B.12)

From Eq. (B.11) and the Hermitiity of the spinoperator, we immediately obtain�+kq = (�1)q�k�q (B.13)and the Hermitiity ondition for the density matrixyields t�kq = (�1)qtk�q : (B.14)It follows from this equation thatt�10 = t10; t�11 = �t1�1; t�20 = t20;t�22 = t2�2; t�21 = �t2�1; (B.15)i. e., the parameters t10 and t20 are real and the pa-rameters t11, t21, and t22 are omplex. Hene, in total,there are 8 independent real parameters, as must bethe ase for a spin-one massive partile.We then have the expliit expression of the deuterondensity matrix263
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� = 13 0BBBBBBBBB� 1 +r32 t10 + 1p2 t20 r32(t1�1 + t2�1) p3t2�2�r32(t11 + t21) 1�p2t20 r32(t1�1 � t2�1)p3t22 �r32(t11 � t21) 1�r32t10 + 1p2 t20

1CCCCCCCCCA : (B.16)
The density matrix is normalized to 1, i. e., Tr � = 1.Using the expression for the density matrix in the he-liity representation, Eq. (B.5), we obtain the followingrelations between the parameters of the density matrixin the oordinate and spherial tensor representations:t10 =r32sz;Re t11 = �Re t1�1 = �p32 sx;Im t11 = Im t1�1 = �p32 sy;t20 = � 3p2Qzz;Re t21 = �Re t2�1 = p3Qxz;Im t21 = Im t2�1 = p3Qyz;Re t22 = Re t2�2 = �p32 (Qxx �Qyy);Im t22 = � Im t2�2 = �p3Qxy:

(B.17)
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